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ABSTRACT

The depth-integrated vorticity budget of a global, eddy-permitting ocean/sea ice simulation over the

Antarctic continental margin (ACM) is diagnosed to understand the physical mechanisms implicated in

meridional transport. The leading-order balance is between the torques due to lateral friction, nonlinear

effects, and bottom vortex stretching, although details vary regionally. Maps of the time-averaged depth-

integrated vorticity budget terms and time series of the spatially averaged, depth-integrated vorticity budget

terms reveal that the flow in the Amundsen, Bellingshausen, and Weddell Seas and, to a lesser extent, in the

western portion of East Antarctica, is closer to an approximate topographic Sverdrup balance (TSB) com-

pared to other segments of the ACM. Correlation and coherence analyses further support these findings, and

also show that inclusion of the vorticity tendency term in the response (the planetary vorticity advection

and the bottom vortex stretching term) increases the correlation with the forcing (the vertical net stress curl),

and also increases the coherence between forcing and response at high frequencies across the ACM, except

for theWest Antarctic Peninsula. These findings suggest that the surface stress curl, imparted by the wind and

the sea ice, has the potential to contribute to the meridional, approximately cross-slope, transport to a greater

extent in the Amundsen, Bellingshausen, Weddell, and part of the East Antarctic continental margin than

elsewhere in the ACM.

1. Introduction

The circulation over the Antarctic continental margin

(ACM) mediates the exchange of mass and heat be-

tween the Southern Ocean and the coast, particularly

where the Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) occurs. It is

thus a key player in the ocean’s global overturning cir-

culation and in Earth’s climate system (e.g., Thompson

et al. 2018). The processes responsible for this ex-

change are also relevant for understanding and pre-

dicting global sea level change. Heat brought from

offshore by relatively warm Circumpolar Deep Water

(CDW) intrudes onto the continental shelf and under-

neath the ice shelves’ subglacial cavities (e.g., Jacobs

et al. 2011; Nøst et al. 2011; Rintoul et al. 2016; Silvano

et al. 2016, 2017; Castagno et al. 2017;Mallett et al. 2018)

and is the major contributor to the observed mass loss

rates of the ice shelves that buttress the Antarctic Ice

Sheet (Rignot et al. 2013; Depoorter et al. 2013).

Understanding the large-scale dynamics driving these

processes and how they manifest themselves in climate

and Earth System models is thus of primary societal

importance.

Dynamically, the problem is to identify the processes

responsible for breaking the Taylor–Proudman con-

straint, which posits that purely geostrophic flow on an f

plane must follow isobaths (e.g., Brink 2016), or in the

case of variable f, contours of f/h, where f is the Coriolis

parameter and h is the ocean depth (e.g., Holland 1973;

Mertz and Wright 1992; Holloway 2008). The vortic-

ity balance offers a useful dynamical framework for

studying cross-f/h transport processes for two reasons:

first, it filters out large horizontal pressure gradients

associated with the geostrophic balance, which are not

physically insightful by themselves because they can be

caused by several different mechanisms, and second, it is

insensitive to the choice of rotation angle, unlike the

cross-isobath velocity in the along-isobath momentum

balance (Brink 2016). The insensitivity to rotation angle

is particularly important in complicated geometries such

as that of theACM (Stewart et al. 2018, 2019). In regions
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where the ACM is predominantly zonally oriented, the

planetary vorticity advection term (bV, where b is

the planetary vorticity gradient and V is the vertically

integrated meridional velocity) in the depth-integrated

vorticity equation is an approximate metric for cross-

slope transport. This was exploited by Rodriguez et al.

(2016), who found a net transport of ;1Sv (1 Sv [
106m3 s21) into the Amundsen Sea embayment associ-

ated with the 2005–10 time-mean cyclonic wind stress

curl in the Southern Ocean State Estimate (SOSE).

Some previous diagnostic studies of the large-scale

vorticity budget in coarse (Lu and Stammer 2004;

Yeager 2013, 2015) and eddy-permitting (Hughes and

de Cuevas 2001) models have examined the role of

bottom pressure torques or bottom vortex stretching in

driving the depth-integrated circulation patterns in the

vicinity of sloping topography, as first discussed for a

stratified square basin with sloping sidewalls by Holland

(1973). A common thread in these studies is that regions

with relatively flat topography are diagnosed to be closer

to Sverdrup balance as predicted by classical idealized

theories (see also Wunsch 2011), while depth-integrated

flow close to steep topography is found to be strongly

influenced by bottom pressure torques (Hughes and de

Cuevas 2001; Lu and Stammer 2004; Yeager 2013, 2015).

At shorter time scales, one may also expect the relative

vorticity tendency term to be important, further com-

plicating the vorticity balance. Examination of the val-

idity and localization of these simplified dynamical

balances in the ACM is the central goal of this study.

A major circulation feature of the ACM is the

Antarctic Slope Current (ASC), an extensive current

encircling most of Antarctica, associated with the ASF

and thought to act as a mediator of cross-slope transport

(e.g., Thompson et al. 2018). Recent modeling work

suggests that the ASC’s jet is mostly driven by tidal

momentum flux convergences at the shelf break in the

Weddell–Scotia confluence (e.g., Flexas et al. 2015), and

possibly along its entire extension around the continent

(Stewart et al. 2019). Its variability is also known to be

sensitive to large-scale wind forcing associated with cli-

mate modes such as the southern annular mode (e.g.,

Armitage et al. 2018; Thompson et al. 2018). Therefore,

in a changing climate, modified large-scale wind patterns

may produce regional differences in these heat ex-

changes, to the degree that they control the circulation

in the ACM. Another important circulation feature is

the Antarctic Coastal Current, which flows westward

hugging the coast in some sectors of the ACM, such as

the Western Antarctic Peninsula, where it is usually

called the Antarctic Peninsula Coastal Current (e.g.,

Moffat and Meredith 2018). In this study, we focus on

the localization and temporal variability of the vorticity

balances that drive meridional flow through the plane-

tary vorticity advection term bV, partly contributing to

cross-isobath transport across the continental shelf and

slope of the ACM, rather than on the dynamics of a

particular circulation feature, such as the ASC or the

Antarctic Coastal Current.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the dy-

namics of the cross-slope transport in the geostrophic

interior along the ACM through the lens of a vorticity

budget. Specifically, we aim to test the hypothesis that a

simplified Sverdrup-like vorticity balance accounts for

some of the meridional mass and heat transports (both

downslope and upslope), in an eddy-permitting global

ocean model. Although transports within the surface

and bottom Ekman layers may not be negligible around

the entire continental margin (e.g., Thompson et al.

2014; Silvano et al. 2016), the water mass that makes

the largest contribution to the onshelf heat transport

(CDW) occupies the geostrophic interior of the water

column, with a core typically at ;300–600m depth

along the continental slope (e.g., Schmidtko et al. 2014;

Thompson et al. 2018). Although a large fraction of this

transport is due to eddies (Stewart and Thompson 2015;

Palóczy et al. 2018; Stewart et al. 2018, 2019), part of the
time-mean component of the meridional, cross-slope

transport (both onshore and offshore, Goddard et al.

2017; Palóczy et al. 2018) should be captured by a local

Sverdrup-like balance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

We begin by explaining the methodology used to diag-

nose the vorticity budget from our numerical simulation

in section 2. We then present the results of the ana-

lyses of the time-averaged (section 3) and time-varying

(section 4) vorticity budgets, and discuss our findings

and conclusions in section 5.

2. Formulation of the vorticity diagnostics

We use a 0.18-resolution global simulation with 42

vertical levels that couples the Los Alamos Parallel

Ocean Program 2 (POP2; e.g., Smith et al. 2010) with the

Los Alamos Community Ice Code 4 (CICE4; e.g.,

Hunke and Lipscomb 2010) in the Community Earth

System Model 1.2 (CESM 1.2) framework to diagnose

the vorticity budget along the ACM. The vertical reso-

lution varies from 10m near the surface to 500m near

the bottom. The simulation was forced by interanually

varying Coordinated Ocean-Ice Reference Experiment

2 (CORE-II; Large and Yeager 2009) surface fluxes.

The simulation used biharmonic horizontal viscosity

and diffusivity operators, with a viscosity coefficient

of 22.7 3 1010 m4 s21 and a diffusivity coefficient of

20.33 1010m4s21 at the equator, changing proportionally
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to the cube of the grid cell size. The values of the

viscosity/diffusivity coefficients are based on Smith

et al. (2000), but with the diffusivity coefficient de-

creased by a factor of 3. Nonlocal vertical mixing of

temperature and salinity was implemented with theK-

profile parameterization (KPP; Large et al. 1994). The

simulation was run for the 1948–2009 period, during

which output fields were saved as monthly averages.

The terms in the momentum equations (from which we

calculate the vorticity budget) are available as daily

averages over the period 2005–09. The simulation is

described in further detail by Palóczy et al. (2018) and

by McClean et al. (2018).

We first write the depth-integrated absolute vorticity

equation with biharmonic lateral viscosity as

›
t
z52by1$3t

s

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{
SB

2fw
b

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{
TSB

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

tTSB

2=3t
b
2=3(u �=u)1A

H
=4z ,

(1)

where overbars indicate vertical integrals, f andb are the

planetary vorticity and its gradient, y is the meridional

velocity,wb and tb are, respectively, the vertical velocity

and horizontal kinematic stress at the bottom, ts is the

total surface kinematic stress (due to relative sea ice

motion and wind), u[ x̂u1 ŷy is the horizontal velocity

vector, z is the vertical component of the relative vor-

ticity vector, and AH is the (spatially varying) lateral

viscosity coefficient. The acronyms SB, TSB, and tTSB

stand for Sverdrup balance, topographic Sverdrup

balance, and transient topographic Sverdrup balance,

respectively.

Diagnosing the depth-integrated vorticity budget in a

z-coordinate model such as POP introduces a technical

difficulty that must be overcome in order to interpret its

terms analogously to those in Eq. (1). The fact that each

cell has a flat bottom means that the effects of topog-

raphy are masked if the terms are integrated over the

full depth. However, approximate equivalence with

the continuous vorticity equation can be obtained if the

vertical integration is performed from the surface down

to the deepest grid cell with no sidewalls, rather than to

the bottom cell (Bell 1999; Yeager 2013). The result is a

vertically separated vorticity budget where the terms

integrated over the interior cells (i.e., away from side-

walls) may be interpreted in analogy with Eq. (1) [see

the appendix for the steps between Eqs. (1) and (2)].

The vorticity budget terms are calculated from the

model outputs by applying the discrete curl operator

directly to the momentum budget terms, thus ensuring

that the budget is numerically closed. The time-dependent

term is calculated as a residual. Following Yeager (2013),

we rewrite the depth-integrated vorticity budget in anal-

ogy with the momentum budget terms as

RES
j
52NONL

j
2bV2 fw

I
1ERRCOR1PGRD

j

1VVIS
j
1HVIS

j
,

(2)

where the j subscript indicates the curl operator and the

terms are, from left to right, the residual (tendency 1
truncation error), minus the total nonlinear term

(vortex tilting and twisting 1 relative vorticity advec-

tion), minus the planetary vorticity advection, minus

the bottom vortex stretching, an error term associated

with decomposing the curl of the Coriolis term (at least

an order of magnitude smaller than the next-largest

terms), the pressure gradient torque (negligible away

from sidewalls), the vertical viscous torque and the

horizontal viscous torque. The vertical velocity at the

deepest interior cell (at z 5 zI) is wI, and V is the ver-

tically integrated (from z 5 zI to z 5 0) meridional

velocity. The continuous analog of VVISj is the total

frictional torque in the geostrophic interior, i.e., = 3
(ts 2 tb) in Eq. (1).

3. The time-averaged vorticity budget

We examine the regional variability of the vorticity

budget by dividing the Antarctic continental slope in

six segments: Ross, Amundsen–Bellingshausen (A-B),

WesternAntarctic Peninsula (WAP),Weddell,Western

East Antarctica (W-EA), and Eastern East Antarctica

(E-EA), shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows that the sign of

the surface stress curl [= 3 ts in Eq. (1)] forcing the

system is mostly negative, suggesting a poleward depth-

integrated motion if a simple Sverdrup balance were to

hold [SB in Eq. (1)]. In the following, we describe the

vorticity balance and its time-averaged spatial structure

in the Amundsen–Bellingshausen segment, as this seg-

ment will be shown to have its vorticity budget best ap-

proximated by a three-way balancebetweenVVISj,2bV,

and 2fwI.

Figure 3 shows the spatial structure of the depth-

integrated vorticity budget terms in the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen segment,with theassociateddepth-averaged

velocity field overlaid in Fig. 3c. The vertical frictional

torque term is generally negative across this region,

except close to the coast, where the westward Antarctic

Coastal Current jet is found. The spatial scales of the

other terms are smaller. The magnitude of the residual

and bV terms is largest beyond the continental slope,

resembling the structure of the vigorous eddy field of the

Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) farther north.
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The vortex stretching, lateral viscous torque and non-

linear torque have the smallest spatial scales and are

qualitatively similar, suggesting a two- or three-way

balance at leading order.

The top panel of Fig. 4 shows the 2005–09 averages of

the terms in Eq. (2), area-averaged within the circum-

polar control volume delimited by the 800 and 2500m

isobaths (Fig. 1). ERRCOR and PGRDj are omitted, as

they are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than

the other terms (Fig. 3). The leading-order balance in

the circumpolar average is between the lateral viscous

torque HVISj and the bottom vortex stretching 2fwI.

The nonlinear torque, the vertical frictional torque, and

the 2bV terms are smaller in magnitude and compara-

ble among themselves. However, the spatial averages

taken over some of the segments are found to deviate

from this circumpolar average pattern (Fig. 4, bottom

three rows). For instance, the magnitude of the nonlin-

ear term is largest in the WAP, Weddell, Ross, and

W-EA segments, suggesting that eddies or interactions

between topography and slope currents may be playing

a more important role there than in the other three

segments. The 2fwI and nonlinear terms have the same

sign in the W-EA segment and seem to balance HVISj.

The negative sign of theVVISj term (except in theWAP

and W-EA segments) reflects the spatially broad cy-

clonic vorticity imparted at the surface by the wind and

the sea ice year-round (Fig. 2 and left column of Fig. 5).

It is also interesting to note that in the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen, Weddell and E-EA segments the 2fwI

term is positive and the VVISj term is negative, which is

qualitatively consistent with an upward surface Ekman

velocity being equilibrated by an upward near-bottom

velocity (due perhaps to upslope motion). The time-

averaged residual term, containing the relative vorticity

tendency zt, is negligible in all segments in the 2005–09

average.

The ubiquity and persistence of the cyclonic vorticity

forcing at the surface seen in Fig. 2 prompts an inves-

tigation of the seasonal variability of the water column.

Figure 5 shows seasonal averages for the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen segment of the net vertical frictional

torque VVISj and the sum stretchres[2fwI1HVISj 2
NONLj 2 RESj. We interpret stretchres as the portion

FIG. 1. Map of the model topography. The red lines are the 800, 1000, and 2500m isobaths.

The magenta crosses on the isobaths mark the zonal limits of the segments whose names are

indicated in red text. The model control volume for a number of calculations described in the

text is delimited by the 800 and 2500m isobaths. A-B 5 Amundsen–Bellingshausen, WAP 5
Western Antarctic Peninsula, W-EA 5 Western East Antarctica, and E-EA 5 Eastern East

Antarctica.
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of the bottom vortex stretching term that does not bal-

ance the combination of the other three terms (the lat-

eral frictional torque, the nonlinear torque and the

vorticity tendency), and may therefore be balancing

the net vertical frictional torque. As Fig. 2 suggests, the

surface stress curl is mostly negative, especially in

summer, under ice-free conditions (cf. Figs. 2, 5). The

Antarctic Coastal Current is seen flowing westward,

potentially contributing to the net vertical stress curl

VVISj. The year-round similarity between the spatial

structures of VVISj and stretchres is apparent in Fig. 5,

which is physically consistent with the interpretation

that part of the frictional torque that is introduced in

the system forces meridional motion via conservation

of planetary potential vorticity, and that part of this

transport is blocked by the motion normal to the to-

pography (see section 5 and Fig. 10).

4. The time–varying vorticity budget and TSB
residual

Based on the description of the time-mean vorticity

budget presented in the previous section and in agreement

with the results of Hughes and de Cuevas (2001) and

Wunsch (2011), it is clear that a classic Sverdrup balance is

not a good model for the ACM, and that other terms in

Eq. (1) must be considered to balance the cyclonic surface

stress forcing. We thus investigate whether the TSB or the

tTSB are valid diagnostic frameworks for the cross-slope

flow in the ACM. We pursue this with correlation and

FIG. 2. Seasonal variability of the time-averaged (2005–09) total (wind 1 sea ice) surface stress curl (color

shading) and sea ice edge (magenta line), defined as the 85% sea ice concentration contour. JFM, AMJ, JAS, and

OND indicate austral summer, autumn, winter, and spring, respectively. Note that the surface stress curl is per-

sistently cyclonic, suggesting an upward Ekman velocity and associated southward large-scale flow via conservation

of planetary potential vorticity if a classic Sverdrup balance [SB in Eq. (1)] were to hold.
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coherence analyses between the time series of a subset

of the vorticity terms in Eq. (2) averaged within the 800

and 2500m isobaths in each of the six segments (Fig. 1)

and over the full extent of the ACM.

a. Forcing-response correlations

The top panel of Fig. 6 shows the time series of the

area averages of the vorticity terms over the entire

continental slope. Consistent with the time-averaged

fields in Fig. 5, VVISj is mostly negative, and is bal-

anced by the sum 2fwI 1 HVISj 2 NONLj 2 RESj.

The bV term is almost always positive (except for ep-

isodic reversals in the A-B, W-EA, and Ross segments)

and one order of magnitude smaller than the others,

indicating that, most of the time, the TSB acts to

produce a net northward, offshore transport. The same

cancellation between VVISj and the four large terms is

seen in all segments (Fig. 6, bottom three rows). An

annual cycle is most evident in the W-EA segment,

although it appears to exist in the other segments as

well. An estimate of the segment-integrated meridio-

nal transport associated with the bV term is given in

Fig. 6 for the A-B, Ross, W-EA, and E-EA segments.

Caution is required in interpreting these estimates

however, as they are O(10) Sv and do not isolate the

cross-isobath transport, but are instead a combination

FIG. 3. Maps of the 2005–09 average of vertically integrated vorticity budget terms [Eq. (2)] in the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen segment. (a) Net vertical frictional torque, VVISj; (b) nonlinear term, 2NONLj; (c) planetary

vorticity advection, 2bV; (d) bottom vortex stretching, 2fwI; (e) Coriolis error term, ERRCOR; (f) curl of the

pressure gradient force, PGRDj; (g) lateral frictional torque, HVISj; and (h) residual (truncation error1 relative

vorticity tendency), RESj. The black arrows in (c) are the depth-averaged velocity field, and the gray lines are the

800, 1000, and 2500m isobaths. Note the difference in the color scales.
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of cross-isobath and along-isobath transports (see dis-

cussion in section 5).

At this point, we have established that the spatial and

temporal variability of the vorticity budget is, to leading

order, a cancellation of large terms (primarily2fwI and

HVISj, Figs. 4–6). We are now in a position to test the

hypothesized vorticity balances (TSB and tTSB). The

reason why we do not include HVISj in the balances is

that2fwI andHVISj do not fully cancel out everywhere,

but rather, 2fwI tends to be slightly larger or much

larger than HVISj, leaving a residual that may be bal-

anced by other terms (Fig. 4). However, the confirma-

tion of this conjecture requires a correlation analysis,

which will be presented next.

We begin by defining the forcing F[VVISj and the

response R1 [ bV 1 fwI (for the TSB) or R2 [ bV 1
fwI 1 RESj (for the tTSB), where the 2bV and 2fwI

terms are now grouped on the left-hand side of

Eq. (2) and have therefore switched signs. We plot

their time series in Fig. 7. In both the TSB and tTSB

FIG. 4. The 2005–09 average of vertically integrated vorticity budget terms averaged over the strip bounded by

the 800 and 2500m isobaths. The top panel shows the circumpolar average, and other panels show averages taken

over segments of the circumpolar strip.
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cases, the response tracks the forcing for most of

the time series, with some departures in the latter

halves of 2006, 2007, and 2008. Regionally, the TSB

seems to be a good approximation for the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen, Weddell and W-EA segments (Fig. 7,

bottom three rows). The episodic departures seen in

the tTSB for the circumpolar average (Fig. 7, top

panel) are most evident in the W-EA and E-EA

segments.

The time series presentation is useful to reveal per-

sistent correlations between the forcing (F) and dif-

ferent responses (R1 and R2); however, it is based

on spatial averages. We therefore examine the spa-

tial extent of these correlations. Figure 8 shows the

2005–09 mean geographic distribution of the TSB re-

sidual, defined as

TSB
res

[F2R
1
5VVIS

j
2bV2 fw

I
. (3)

It can be seen that the WAP and the East Antarctica

segments have relatively larger residuals, while areas of

relatively smaller TSBres are found in the Amundsen

andWeddell Seas, and to a lesser extent, in theRoss Sea.

The areas of local spatial minima of TSBres extend over

large spans of the ACM, notably over the entire broad

continental shelves of the Amundsen andWeddell Seas.

Even in the regions of local minima found in Fig. 8, the

TSBres is often of the same size as the other terms in the

FIG. 5.Maps of the 2005–09 seasonal averages (from top to bottom: JFM,AMJ, JAS, andOND) of (left) the vertical

frictional torque term, VVISj, and (right) the bottom vortex stretching residual,2fwI1HVISj 2NONLj 2RESj, in

the Amundsen–Bellingshausen segment. The gray lines are the 800, 1000, and 2500m isobaths. The black arrows in

the left column are the depth-averaged velocity field. The color scale is the same for all panels.
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vorticity budget. So are F and R1 or R2 quantita-

tively correlated? Table 1 shows the zero-lag correlation

coefficients for the two hypothesized balances (TSB

and tTSB), where the estimate of effective degrees of

freedom for the minimum significant correlation coef-

ficient was calculated based on an integral time scale of

5 days, computed as the maximum between the integral

time scales of either the F andR1 or F andR2. Onemight

FIG. 6. Balance of leading-order terms in the area-averaged vorticity budget. The top subpanels show VVISj
(forcing), HVISj2 fwI2NONLj2RESj (bottom vortex stretching residual), and bV. The bottom subpanels show

only the bV term. The bV term is a small residual of the cancellation of large terms. The top-left panel shows the

circumpolar average, and the other panels show averages taken over segments of the circumpolar strip. For seg-

ments with a predominant zonal orientation (A-B, W-EA, E-EA, and Ross, see Fig. 1), bV is given in units of

volume transport (i.e., bVmultiplied byL/b, whereL is the length of the 800m isobath in the segment) in the lower

subpanels. The horizontal magenta lines indicate the transport values estimated in Table 2. All time series were

smoothed with a 15-day running mean window. Note the different y scales.
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expect the correlations to be maximum at nonzero lags

due to frictional effects (Gille et al. 2001). However, the

correlations are all maximum at zero lag or lags of few

days (not shown). This result suggests that F and either

R1 or R2 generally balance directly. Intuitively, corre-

lations are highest for the tTSB (i.e., F with R2 rather

than F with R1) in all segments (except for the WAP

segment). Consistent with the spatial patterns seen in

Fig. 8, the highest-correlation segment for TSB is the

Amundsen–Bellingshausen.

b. Forcing-response coherence spectra

While tTSB appears to offer a better representation

than TSB of the dominant dynamics, there is no guarantee

FIG. 7. Time series of the forcing term F 5 VVISj and two simplified vorticity balances assumed as a response

term R for the area-averaged budget. Top subpanels show TSB (R1 5 bV1 fwI) and bottom subpanels show tTSB

(R25 bV1 fwI1RESj). The top-left panel shows circumpolar average, and the other panels show averages taken

over segments of the circumpolar strip. The bV term is smaller and has been omitted for simplicity.
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that this is true over all time scales. We use coher-

ence analysis between the time series of F and either

R1 orR2 (Fig. 9) to assess the frequency dependence of

the balance. In agreement with Table 1, the tTSB

holds well for all segments at high frequencies (with the

exception of the WAP segment), with squared coher-

ences nearing 1. The higher coherences for the TSB at

low frequencies in the Amundsen–Bellingshausen lends

FIG. 8. Maps of the 2005–09 average of the residual of the TSB, RSv [ VVISj 2 bV 2 fwI for each of the six

segments. The green lines are the 800, 1000, and 2500m isobaths. The color scale is the same for all panels and

indicates the ratio of the absolute value of RSv to the mean of the absolute values of all terms, at each grid cell. The

fields have been smoothed with a two-dimensional Gaussian filter.

TABLE 1. Zero-lag correlation coefficients (columns) between forcing (F) and response (R1 or R2) functions; F5VVISj for both rows,

R1 5 bV1 fwI for the TSB, and R2 5 bV1 fwI 1 RESj for the tTSB. The minimum statistically significant correlation coefficient at the

99% confidence level is 0.14, assuming a conservative integral time scale of 5 days for F, R1, and R2.

A-B WAP Weddell W-EA E-EA Ross Circumpolar average

TSB 0.54 0.18 0.36 0.36 0.26 0.19 0.40

tTSB 0.94 0.11 0.74 0.52 0.63 0.48 0.61
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further support to the results of the correlation analyses

(Table 1) and to the spatial minimum in the residual of

the TSB (Fig. 8). The W-EA segment also displays rel-

atively high coherences for the TSB at low frequencies,

although Fig. 8 shows no conspicuous local minima in

TSBres there, meaning that the terms have substan-

tial covariance despite having a large mean residual.

The tTSB holds exceptionally well for the Amundsen–

Bellingshausen segment at all frequencies, while it is

marginally significant at low frequencies in the Weddell

segment.

5. Discussion and conclusions

We have diagnosed the circumpolar-averaged and

regional vorticity budgets in a global, eddy-permitting

ocean/sea ice simulation and have shown that, in some

regions of the Antarctic continental margin (ACM), the

flow follows a simplified transient Sverdrup-like balance

[tTSB, Eq. (1)]. The Amundsen and Weddell Seas (and

to a lesser extent, the W-EA segment) emerge as re-

gions where an even simpler, steady, TSB [Eq. (1)] is

found in the 2005–09 average. Figure 10 gives a physical

interpretation of these two diagnostic results. In the

TSB, there is a steady-state equilibration between

the surface vortex stretching/squashing imparted by

the surface Ekman pumping and the bottom vortex

squashing/stretching imparted by cross-slope motion.

In the tTSB, relative vorticity fluctuations are important

and can be understood as the manifestation of forced

topographically trapped waves, which displace water

columns up- and downslope while propagating westward.

Quantitatively, how important is the TSB for the

cross-slope transport of volume and heat?We present in

Table 2 rough estimates for the approximately zonally

oriented segments (A-B,W-EA, E-EA, andRoss) based

on the time-averaged (2005–09) forcing F [ VVISj
scaled by r2L/b, where r is the TSB forcing-response

correlation coefficient (Table 1) and L is the length of

the segment. The rationale for this estimate is that each

term in Eqs. (1) and (2) may be interpreted as a me-

ridional transport per unit length (if these equations are

divided through by b), and therefore the fraction of

R1/b5 V1 fwI/b that covaries with the forcing VVIS/b

(this fraction is obtained by scaling VVIS/b by r2) is an

estimate of the net meridional transport associated with

the two response terms in the TSB. The associated

heat transports are obtained by multiplying the volume

transports by rCpDT where r 5 1027kgm23 is the

density, Cp 5 4000 J kg21K21 is the specific heat ca-

pacity and DT5 0.5K is an approximate estimate of the

temperature of seawater above the freezing point. The

A-B and E-EA are the segments with the largest on-

shore TSB-related volume and heat transports, while the

Ross and W-EA have smaller transports. Note that the

heat transports may be larger in segments where warmer

branches of CDW (larger DT) are present on the

continental slope.

We emphasize that caution is required in interpreting

the transport estimates in Table 2, as well as those in

Fig. 6. TheO(10) Sv total transport derived from the bV

term (Fig. 6) is much larger than theO(0.1) Sv estimates

of the cross-slope overturning circulation, either in the

geostrophic interior or in the surface and bottomEkman

layers (e.g., Wåhlin et al. 2012; Stewart and Thompson

2015; Palóczy et al. 2018). Since it is the meridional

transport (not the cross-isobath transport) that appears

in the vorticity equation [Eqs. (1) and (2)], and theACM

is not perfectly zonally oriented (Figs. 1, 8), one should

not expect the TSB and the tTSB to isolate only the

cross-isobath transport, hence leading to the discrep-

ancy between the transport estimates in Fig. 6 and

Table 2. We hypothesize that our vorticity-based dy-

namical argument can explain only a fraction of the

onshore or offshore transport, and that this fraction

varies regionally along the ACM.

The potential implications of these dynamics are great-

est for the Amundsen Sea, where warm Circumpolar

Deep Water has access to the ice shelves that buttress

most of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (e.g., Schmidtko

et al. 2014; Silvano et al. 2016). We note that mea-

surements have shown that the surface stress curl (from

wind and sea ice) at the shelf break correlates with

bottom temperature in Dotson Trough, located in the

central Amundsen Sea (Kim et al. 2017). This provides

FIG. 9. Coherence amplitude spectra between forcing F[VVISj
and response R functions, estimated with 80 degrees of freedom.

For the TSB time series (blue lines), R1 [ bV1 fwI. For the tTSB

time series (red lines), R2 [ bV 1 fwI 1 RESj. The shading indi-

cates the 95% confidence intervals of the coherence estimates. The

dashed lines are the level of no significance at the 95% confi-

dence level.
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observational support for our hypothesis that the surface

stress curl might play an important role in the cross-

isobath transport of heat (both onshore and offshore)

via a Sverdrup-like vorticity balance, and it also agrees

with Rodriguez et al.’s (2016) model results where a net

onshore transport linked to the wind stress curl was found.

Dotto et al. (2019) have shown the importance of

two different mechanisms in different regions of the

Amundsen Sea. The first one is change in water mass

properties (along the same isopycnal) entering the

continental shelf, and the second one is isopycnal

heaving without change in the water mass properties.

They related the variations in the water mass proper-

ties to wind-driven variations in the speed of an east-

ward undercurrent on the continental slope (a baroclinic

feature also observed by Walker et al. 2013), and in-

terpreted the isopycnal heaving as due to locally induced

vertical velocities associated with Ekman pumping. We

argue that the TSB mechanism discussed in this study

may play a role in these processes by meridionally

transporting different watermass classes toward or away

from the slope undercurrent in the water mass property

change mechanism, and by locally inducing meridio-

nal transport associated with the isopycnal heaving

mechanism (due to conservation of planetary potential

vorticity).

In analyses of the depth-integrated vorticity budget in

global models, areas with smoother bottom topography

in the interior of tropical and subtropical basins have

been found to be closer to classic Sverdrup balance

[bV ’ = 3 ts in Eq. (1); see Wunsch 2011], while

the rough Southern Ocean and steep continental mar-

gins have been dominated by bottom pressure torques

(Hughes and de Cuevas 2001; Lu and Stammer 2004;

Yeager 2013, 2015). The fact that the influence of re-

mote wind perturbations communicated via barotropic

Kelvin waves have been suggested to be strongest in

steep regions like the WAP (Spence et al. 2017; Webb

et al. 2019) is consistent with the fact that this segment

has the poorest correlations and coherence magni-

tudes for the tTSB (Table 1, Figs. 7, 9), and has also the

narrowest and steepest continental slope (Fig. 1). A

physical interpretation of this is that relative vorticity

fluctuations in theWAP are not being forced by the local

surface stress curl as in a tTSB (Fig. 10a), but rather

by remotely generated topographically trapped waves

propagating through the region, or by nonlinear effects

associated with the impingement of offshore currents.

We also note that in an eddy-permitting simulation such

as the onewe consider here, nontopographic effects such

as convergence of eddy vorticity fluxes (e.g., Williams

et al. 2007; Delman et al. 2015) are likely to play a role,

although such effects are beyond the scope of our study.

Eddy vorticity forcing in the ACC and ASC might help

TABLE 2. Rough estimates of volume and heat transports asso-

ciated with the TSB. The volume transports are obtained by mul-

tiplying the time-averaged forcing (VVISj) by r
2L/b, where r is the

TSB correlation coefficient (Table 1) and L is the length of

the segment. The heat transports are obtained by multiplying the

volume transports by rCpDT, where r, Cp, and DT are typical

values for the density, the specific heat capacity, and the temper-

ature above the freezing point, respectively.

A-B W-EA E-EA Ross

TSB volume transport (Sv) 28.5 2.1 211.8 21.0

TSB heat transport (TW) 217.4 4.2 224.3 22.0

FIG. 10. Cartoon illustrating a physical interpretation of the cross-slope transport in (a) the tTSB and (b) the

steady TSB over a zonally oriented continental margin. The bV term has been omitted for simplicity because it is

usually an order of magnitude smaller than the other terms (Fig. 6). Here, t [ ts 2 tb is the net kinematic stress

vector, and other terms follow Eq. (1). In (a), the gray arrow indicates the direction of propagation of the topo-

graphically trapped waves associated with the tTSB, and the black arrows indicate the associated instantaneous

meridional, cross-slope flow. The black curves illustrate the displacement of a waveform (from solid to dashed). In

(b), the red arrows indicate onshore transport associated with upward Ekman pumping (wEK . 0, directed out of

the page), while the blue arrows indicate offshore transport associated with downward Ekman pumping (wEK , 0,

directed into the page).
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explain the large vertical velocities in the W-EA and

E-EA segments (not shown).

The picture discussed in this study is likely robust at

large scales and low frequencies. However, we remind

the reader of the limitations of our analyses. The model

resolution is not sufficient to fully resolve eddies in the

ACM (Stewart and Thompson 2015), and the lack of ice

shelf cavities, tides, and realistic continental freshwater

sources also limits the realism of the simulation, espe-

cially on the continental shelf. The lack of tidal mo-

mentum flux convergences around the shelf break is

expected to impact the structure of theASC (Flexas et al.

2015; Stewart et al. 2019), which might modify the cross-

slope transport of heat and other properties at tidal and

supertidal frequencies (Stewart et al. 2018, 2019).

An interesting and important related question that

could be addressed in future work is whether averaging

the vorticity balance over even longer time scales would

expand the areas over which the depth-integrated flow is

in approximate TSB. A similar question was asked by

Wunsch (2011) for the classic Sverdrup balance based

on the analysis of a 16-yr average global state estimate.

We are limited by the five years (2005–09) over which

model output necessary to close the vorticity budget is

available, although it may be possible to test corre-

lations between approximations to the vorticity bud-

get terms reconstructed from the velocity and surface

stress curl fields in the monthly averaged output of the

simulation.

In summary, we have presented evidence for the

existence of an approximate topographic Sverdrup bal-

ance in some areas of the ACM in a global eddy-

permitting simulation. Because sea ice extent and winds

change unevenly in the Southern Ocean, sectors of the

ACM are expected to be exposed in different ways to

low-frequency wind- and ice-stress curl. For example, the

effects of poleward shifting easterlies on the heat content

of the Antarctic continental shelf, as studied in global

climate models by Spence et al. (2014, 2017), Goddard

et al. (2017), Palóczy et al. (2018), Webb et al. (2019),

and others, might be expected to affect the cross-slope

transport of heat in the Amundsen, Bellingshausen, and

Weddell Seas and in parts of East Antarctica more

strongly than elsewhere in the ACM.
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APPENDIX

Discretization of the Depth-Integrated Vorticity
Equation

To arrive at the discrete form of the depth-integrated

vorticity equation [Eq. (2)], we begin with the continu-

ous depth-dependent momentum equation,

u
t
1 u � =u1 f3u52=p1A

H
=4u1 (A

y
u
z
)
z
, (A1)

where f[ ẑf , p is pressure, Ay is the vertical viscosity

coefficient, and =4 is the horizontal biharmonic opera-

tor. Taking the discrete curl of (A1) gives

z
t
1=3 (u � =u)1=3 (f3 u)52=3 (=p)1A

H
=4z

1=3 [(A
y
u
z
)
z
] ,

(A2)

where the curl of the pressure gradient term vanishes at

interior grid cells only in the case of uniform grid spacing

(Bell 1999, although we find it to be negligible, Fig. 3f),

but is large at grid cells with sidewalls (Yeager 2013),

which we do not include in the vertical integrals.

Applying the discrete curl operator to the Coriolis term

on a B grid gives

=3 (f3 u)52fw
z
1by2ERRCOR, (A3)
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where ERRCOR is a numerical artifact of the dis-

cretization (see Bell 1999; Yeager 2013, for details).

Vertically integrating (A2) using (A3) gives

›
t
z52by1 f [w(0)2w(z

I
)]2=3 (u � =u)2=3 (=p)

1A
H
=4z1=3 [(A

y
u
z
)
z
]1ERRCOR,

(A4)

where overbars indicate vertical integrals from z5 zI to

z 5 0, and zI(x, y) is determined from the minimum of

the vertical indices of the bottom cells of the four sur-

rounding U points in the model’s B grid, minus one

vertical cell index. This places the lower limit of inte-

gration at a grid cell that has no sidewalls (Bell 1999). By

approximatingw(z5 0)’ 0, definingV[ y, RESj [ ›tz,

NONLj [=3 (u � =u), PGRDj [2=3 (=p), HVISj [
AH=

4z, VVISj [=3 [(Ayuz)z], w(zI) [ wI, absorbing

the numerical truncation error into the residual term

RESj and dropping overbars results in Eq. (2).
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